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What makes paper aeroplanes soar and plummet,
loop and glide? Why do they fly at all?
This book will show you how to make them and
explains why they do things they do. Making paper
aeroplanes is fun and. by following the author’s stepby-step instructions and doing the simple experiments
he suggests, you will also discover what makes a real
aeroplane fly. As you make and fly paper planes of
different Designs, you will learn about lift, thrust, drag
and gravity; you will see how wing size and ships and
fuselage weight and balance affect the lift of a plane:
how ailerons, alleviators and the rudder work to make
a plane diva or climb. loop or glide, roll or spin. Once
you have grasped these principles of flight, you will
be ready to take off with designs of your own. Byron
Barton’s clear diagrams and delightful drawings show
each step for making the aeroplanes and illustrate the
experiments suggested by the author.

Have you ever flown a paper aeroplane? Sometimes it twists and loops
through the air and then comes to red, soft as a feather. Other times a paper
aeroplane climbs straight up, flips over, and dives headfirst into the ground.
What keeps a paper aeroplane in the air? How can you make a paper aeroplane go on a long flight) How can you make it loop or turn! Does flying a
paper aeroplane on a windy day help it to stay aloft? What can you learn about
real aeroplanes by making and flying paper aeroplanes? Let’s experiment to
discover some of the answers.

Take two sheets of the same-sized paper. Crumple one of the papers into a
ball. Hold the crumpled paper and the flat paper high above your head. Drop
them both at the same time. The force of gravity pulls them both downward.
Which paper falls to the ground first? What seems to keep the flat sheet from
falling quickly?

We live with air all around us. Our planet earth is surrounded by a layer of
air called the atmosphere. The atmosphere extends hundreds of miles
above the surface of the earth.

Air is a real substance even though you can’t see it. A flat sheet of paper
falling downwards pushes against the air in its path. The air pushes back
against the paper and slows its fall. A crumpled piece of paper has a smaller
surface pushing against the air. The air doesn’t push back as strongly as with
the flat piece, and the ball of paper falls faster. The spread-out wings of a
paper aeroplane keep it from falling quickly down to the ground. We say the
wings give a plane lift.

Here’s how you can see and feel what happens when air pushes. Place a
sheet of paper flat against the palm of your upturned hand. Turn your hand
over and push down quickly. You can feel the air pressing against the paper.
The paper stays in place against your palm. You can see the paper’s edges
pushed back by the air.

Now hold a piece of crumpled paper in your palm. Again turn your hand
over and push down. The smaller surface of the paper hits less air. You feel
less of a push against your hand. Unless you push down very quickly, the
paper will fall to the ground before your hand reaches the ground.

You want a paper aeroplane to do more than just fall slowly through the air.
You want it to move forward. You make a paper aeroplane move forward by
throwing it. Usually the harder you throw a paper aeroplane the farther it will
fly. The forward movement of an aeroplane is called thrust
Thrust helps to give an aeroplane lift. Here’s how. Hold one end of a sheet of
paper and move it quickly through the air. The flat sheet hits against the air in its
path. The air pushes up the free part of the moving paper. A paper aeroplane
must move through the air so that it can stay up for longer flights.

Try moving the paper slowly through the air. Does the air push up the slowmoving paper as much as before? What do you think happens when a paper
aeroplane stops moving forward through the air?
You can show that the same thing will happen if you run with a kite in the air.
The air pushes against the tilted underside of the moving kite and lifts it up.
What happens to the lift pushing up on the kite if you walk slowly rather than
run?

The front edges of the wings of a real aeroplane are usually tilted slightly upwards. As with a kite, the air pushes against the tilted underside of the wings,
giving the plane lift. The greater the angle of the tilt the more wing surface the air
pushes against. This results in a greater amount of lift. But if the angle of the tilt
is too great, the air pushes against the larger wing surface presented and slows
down the forward movement of the plane. This is called drag.

Drag works to slow a plane down, as thrust works to make it move
forward. At the same time, lift works to make a plane go up, as gravity tries
to make it fall down. These four forces are always working on paper
aeroplanes just as they work on real aeroplanes.

There is still another way most real aeroplanes and some paper aeroplanes
use their wings to increase lift. The top-side as well as the bottom side of the
wing can help to give the plane lift.
The secret lies in the shape of the wing. The front edge of an aeroplane’s
wing is more rounded and thicker than the rear edge. The top surface of the
wing is curved while the bottom surface of the wing is almost straight. Look at
the drawing. You can see that the distance across the top of the wing is greater
than the distance across the bottom.

Thrust makes the aeroplane move through the air. The shape of the wing
forces the air to move over and under it. The air moving over the top reaches
the back of the wing at the same time as the air moving across the bottom of
the wing. But the air crossing the top has farther to travel than the air crossing
the bottom. So the air at the top must move faster than the air at the bottom.
The faster air moves, the less it presses sideways. The rapidly moving air on
top of the wing presses downwards with less force than the air underneath the
wing presses upwards. This gives an aeroplane much of its lift.

Here’s how you can show this. Bend a piece of stiff paper into a curve and
rest it on a flat surface. Blow under the curve of the paper. Instead of lifting up
the paper will be pressed down. Can you explain why?

Here are some other ways to show the same principle. Hold two thin sheets
of paper between your fingers so that they hang downwards with a space
between them. Blow between the papers. What do you think will happen?
Why?

You can try the same thing with two Ping-Pong balls taped to threads. Hang
them downward from the edge of a table and blow between them. Can you
explain what happens?

Let’s make a paper aeroplane and see how these forces work in flight. Use a
sheet of 8.5-by-11-inch (215mm-by-280mm) paper. For this plane you can
also use heavy art paper or cartridge paper.

Fold the paper in half length-wise (a). Run your thumbnail along the fold
to crease it sharply. Open the paper and fold one corner down towards the
centre (b). Fold the other corner down in the same way (c).

Fold one side again towards the centre (e) along the dotted line shown in
drawing d. Fold the other side (f) along the other dotted line. Make sure the
folds are sharply creased.

Turn the paper over. Fold one side over (h) along the left-hand dotted line
shown in drawing g. Open the paper. Fold the other side over (i) along the
right-hand dotted line in drawing g . From the bottom your plane should look
like the one in drawing j.

Use a piece of cellotape tape to hold the body of the plane together and to give
the wings a slight upwards tilt (k).

Launch your plane in a large room or out-of-doors. Make sure that there are
no breakable objects it can hit and knock over. Hold the fuselage of the plane
between your thumb and forefinger a few inches back from its nose. Raise
your hand high over your head and throw the plane gently forward. Throw the
plane at a slight upward angle to the ground. If the plane climbs steeply and
then dives into the ground, adjust the angle of thrust a bit downwards. If the
plane just dives into the ground, adjust the angle upwards. Which angle of
launch gives you the longest flights?

Try increasing the plane’s thrust by throwing it harder. Does the plane fly
longer or higher? Is it possible to throw the plane too hard? What happens
then?

If your plane flutters and slips from side to side, try putting a paper clip on
the body. The added weight of the clip helps the plane push through the air
more easily and smoothly. Fasten the clip a bit closer to the front of the
plane than to the back. If the plane climbs too sharply when you launch it,
move the paperclip a little bit forward. If the plane dives without climbing
move the clip farther back. Find out what happens to the flight of your plane
when you move the clip all the way forward or all the way back.
What happens if you hold the plane in launch position and then just drop it
from a height? Does it fall directly, or glide down for a landing? How does
the position of the paper clip affect the way the plane falls?
The position of the clip changes the point at which the plane’s weight is
balanced. This point is called the centre of gravity. To find the centre of
gravity of your plane, place one finger under the front of the plane and
another finger under the back of the plane. Move your fingers slowly in
towards the centre of the plane. The plane’s centre of gravity is where it
balances on one finger.

What happens to the position of the centre of gravity when you add a
paper clip? Where does the centre of gravity have to be for the longest
flights? Where is the centre of gravity when the plane climbs steeply at
launching? Where is it when it dives steeply at launching?
Adding a paper clip not only changes the plane’s balance point but also
adds to the plane’s weight. Try flying the plane with two paper clips in the
same position. Does the plane stay up in the air as long as it does with one
clip) Try adding three paper clips. What happens now? What do you think
would happen if you added ten paper clips) Try it. You can see why real
aeroplanes are made of lightweight metals. Planes must also have the weight
of their cargo carefully balanced before take-off.

Try flying your plane out-of-doors on a slightly windy day. What happens?
Is there any way to stop the plane from tossing about wildly? Try adding
some paper clips to increase the weight of your plane. Does the added weight
make the plane’s flight any steadier?
Throw the plane into the wind and then try throwing it with the wind.
Compare the two flights. In which direction does the wind seem to give the
plane more lift? Which way does the flight last longer? Real aeroplanes try to
take off and land into the wind. Can you explain why?

Try making some slight changes in the design of your paper aeroplane. Fold
your plane as before. With a pair of scissors, make two 2.5-inch (13 mm) cuts
(about 1.5 inches [34 mm] apart) in the back edge of each wing. Fold the
paper between the cuts at a slight upward angle. This will form flaps on the
back of each wing.

Launch the plane with the flaps at this upward angle. How do the flaps seem
to change the way the plane flies? Fold the flaps flat again and compare how
the plane flies without them.
Try flying the plane with the flaps folded at a slightly downward angle. How
does this flight compare with the others?
The flaps change the direction of the flight. As the plane moves through the
air, the flaps push against the air. With an equal force, the air pushes back
against the flaps.
To see what happens, hold the plane between, your thumb and forefinger at
its balance point. Fold the flaps upwards. With your fingers push against the
flaps in the same direction, as the air would move. The back end of the plane is
pushed down by your finger (or by the air when the plane is flying). Like a
seesaw, when the back end of the plane is pushed- down, the front end of the
plane comes up. The plane climbs.

Fold the flaps downwards and again push against them with your fingers.
This time the back end of the plane is pushed up. The front end points down
and the plane dives.
Change the angle at which you bend the flaps. Try flying the plane now.
Does the angle of the flaps seem to make a difference in the plane’s flight!
Using flaps can add to the plane’s lift. Add some paper clips to increase the
weight of the plane and to see how the flaps help.

Fold one flap very slightly upwards and the other flap very slightly
downwards. Fly the plane to see what effect the opposite-direction folds have.
If the plane spins round, reduce the angle of the folds. Reverse the direction of
the folds of each flap. Which way does the plane turn now? Try holding the
plane at the balance point and pushing against the tilted flaps with your fingers
to see why the plane turns.
What effect would increasing or decreasing the size of the flaps have? Try
making the flaps longer or wider. If the flaps are very wide, the amount of drag
increases greatly. What do you think will happen? Try it and see.

Most real aeroplanes have flaps on their wings and on the horizontal
stabilisers in the tail of the plane. The flaps on the wings are used to increase
the lift during take-offs and landings, when the plane is moving at its slowest
speeds. Remember that the slower the plane moves through the air the less lift
it gets. The pilot can vary the angle of the flaps to change the amount of lift.
The flaps in the back edge of the horizontal stabilisers are called elevators.
Just like the flaps in the wing of the paper aeroplane, they make a real plane’s
nose point up - or down. This allows the pilot to reach the altitude he wants
and to adjust his height during flight.
Set alongside the lift flaps on the wings of the real plane is another set of
flaps called ailerons. These are tilted in opposite directions to make the plane
roll to the right or to the left. How did you use the flaps on your paper
aeroplane in these three different ways?

To show how still another part of an aeroplane works, make the same
model as you did before but without the flaps. This time, after you finish
making the plane, fold the edges of the wings upward about one inch (25
mm) from the ends. The fold should be parallel to the plane’s body/and at
right angles to the surface of the wings.

These right-angle folds act as vertical stabilisers. A vertical stabiliser makes
the plane fly level and stops side-to-side swaying. The wings of your paper
aeroplane act as horizontal stabilisers. These help to prevent bumpy, up-anddown movements. Fly your plane with and without the upward folds to see
what effect they have on the flight. They will work best out-of-doors on a
slightly windy day. Try bending the stabilisers downwards instead of upwards.
In that direction, they may help your plane’s lift as well as its stability. Try it
and see.

Stabilisers work like the feathers on an arrow or the fins on the back of a
dart. Cut a drinking straw down to a five-inch (125-mm) length. Throw it
through the air as you would a dart. It will probably wobble from side to side
or flip end over end.

Now cut four one-inch (25-mm) slits at right angles to each other at one end
of the straw. From some stiff paper such as an index card, cut two 2-by-0.5inch (51 mm-by-13 mm) strips. Fold each strip in half-length wise.

Insert each strip into the end of the straw so that you get four fins at right
angles to each other. Throw the straw in the same way as you did before.
Compare the way the straw moves through the air with and without the
stabilising fins.

On your paper aeroplane you can use the back part of the vertical stabilisers
to turn the plane left or right. Make a 0.5-inch (13mm) cut at the back of each
stabiliser. Bend the folds slightly to the left. In which direction do you think
the front of the plane will turn in flight? Try it and see. Now bend the f9lds in
the other direction. What happens now?

In a real plane there is usually one vertical stabiliser in the tail. The movable
flap on the back edge of the stabiliser is called the redder. The rudder works in
a way similar to that of the elevators. When the rudder is angled to the left, it
pushes against the air. The air pushes back and the tail of the plane swings to
the right. When the tail of the plane moves right, the front of the plane moves
left. Can you explain what happens when you angle a rudder to the right?

Experiment with other minor changes in the basic design of your paper
aeroplane. For example, make the body very narrow so that the wines become
very wide. Do you get more lift this way? What happens if you make the body
wide and the wings narrow?
Try giving the wings a slight upward curve by gently rolling them over the
edge of a table. Does this improve the flight time? What happens if you keep
increasing the curve? Remember that while you increase the amount of lift by
curving the wing, you also increase the amount of drag. Can you overcome the
greater amount of drag by throwing the plane harder to give it more thrust?
Try making your plane with different weights of paper. Use lightweight
airmail, medium-weight typewriter paper, and heavyweight cartridge paper. Do
they all fly equally well? Do some fly better with an easy throw and others with
a harder throw? Try varying the angle at which you throw each plane.
If you can, launch a plane from a window or other high place. What kind of
flight do you get? Which designs seem to glide better than others? Which
stays up the longest? Do some models fly better in strong winds and others fly
better without much wind7 See if you can make slight changes which help to
improve performance in each model.

Here’s how to fold a blunt-nosed paper aeroplane that often stays up for long,
looping flights. Use a sheet of 8.5- by -11-inch (215 mm-by-280 mm) typing
paper.

Fold the paper in half lengthwise (a). Make sure you crease all the folds
sharply with your thumbnail. Open the paper. Fold one corner up (c) along the
dotted line shown in drawing b. Note that the point you form at the bottom of
the paper should be slightly to the left of the midline.

Fold the other corner up in the same way (d). You should have a flap left
over. Turn the paper over and fold the flap down (a). Now fold about three
inches of the nose back over the body (f).

Refold the plane very firmly along the midline. Open the paper. Fold the left
wing over along the dotted line shown to the left of the midline in drawing g.
Fold the right wing over along the dotted line shown to the right of the midline
in drawing g. Turn the plane over (h) and fold each wing tip down, along the
domed lines shown in drawing g. Cut small flaps in the back of each wing (h).
Start test-flying this model by folding both flaps upwards. Launch from a
high place or with a strong forward push. The plane will probably loop around,
glide, loop up… and glide again. You can get more loops by throwing the plane
slightly upwards and faster.
Try folding the flaps downwards. Launch the plane with a slight upward
throw. This time the plane will go into more of a gliding flight and come in for a
smooth landing. This adjustment works quite well on a windy day. You will
often get a smooth, long flight.

Try adjusting the angle of the flaps. Which one gives the most loops? Which
one gives the longest flights? Also try making the plane with different kinds of
paper, both light and heavy. Which weight seems to fly better indoors? Which
flies better in the wind!
Here’s how to make a plane that loops in an acrobatic way. Start with a piece
of lightweight 8.5-by- 11 - inch (215 mm-by-280 mm) paper.

Fold the paper in half crosswise (a). Open the paper and make a crease
along one of the long sides, t inch (13 mm) from the edge (b). Make seven to
ten more creases in the same way.

Refold the paper along the original midline (c). Cut a notch similar to the one
shown (d and e).

Open the paper and fold the tips of the wings up (f). Turn the paper over and
fold the tips of the smaller rear wings down (g).

Another blunt-nosed aeroplane can be made in this way. Again start with a
sheet of 8.5-by-11-inch (215 mm-by-280 mm) paper.

Holding the paper lengthwise, fold one corner up to the opposite side (a).
Open the paper and fold the other corner up in the same way (b). Open the
paper, turn it over, and fold the bottom up (c) so that the crease goes through
the point where the first two creases cross (d). Turn the paper back over and
refold it (e) so that you get an accordion pleat (f).

Fold both corners of the pleat down as shown (g and h). Fold the paper up
(i) so that you get a blunt nose.

Fold the paper over along the midline (i), making a sharp crease. and reopen.
Fold the left wing down along the dotted line shown to the left of the midline in
drawing k. Fold the right wing down along the domed line shown to the right
of the midline in drawing k. Fold each wing tip up slightly along the dotted
lines shown in drawing k (I).
Launch the plane with a strong, slightly upward push. The plane will fly in a
straight line and give a very long flight. Make sure there is a lot of space in
front of it.
To keep the plane in flight even longer, cut flaps in the back of each wing
and bend them up slightly. There’s nothing fancy about the way this plane
flies. It just stays up for a long time. Try making it with lighter-weight paper for
even longer flights.
Some paper aeroplanes look vary different from others. Here’s how to make
a plane that looks like a flying Wing, or maybe a flying saucer. Again start with
a sheet of 8.5-by-11 -inch (215 mm-by-280 mm) paper. Follow the instructions
for making the plane on pages 44 and 45, as far as step h.

Now your paper should look like the one in drawing a. Fold the two flaps of
the ‘diamond’ down towards the centre, as shown in drawings b and c.

Fold the bottom tip up (d). Tuck the two flaps into the pockets formed by
the bottom tip, as shown in drawings e and f.

Turn the paper over and fold the left wing tip in towards the centre (g).
Fold the right wing tip in the same way (h). Fold the inner tip of the right wing
outward, as shown in drawing i.

Fold the inner tip of the left wing outward in the same way (j). Give the front
edge of the plane a slight upward curve by running it over the edge of a table (k).
Hold the plane by the bottom folds and launch it from a high spot with lots of
room in front of you. This flying wing travels a straight, gliding path and remains
in flight for a long time. It also coasts in for beautifully gentle landings.
Try designing and flying your own model paper aeroplanes. Ask your friends to
show you their best designs. When you get what seems to be a good design, try
throwing your paper aeroplane in different ways and at different angles. Some
models fly better with a strong push; others fly better with a gentle throw.
Use rear flaps with care. A little bend in the flaps goes a long way. Too much of
a flap angle and the plane may crash. The same goes for curves in the wing. A
gentle curve is usually more effective than a sharp curve.
Several years ago the well-known magazine.
Scientific American held a paper aeroplane contest.
They received almost twelve thousand entries.
Many entries were from professors, engineers, and
scientists. Entries came in from twenty-eight
different countries around the world. May be you
can hold a contest among your own friends or at
your school. You will probably be surprised at the
many different models entered, for almost everyone
has a favourite model aeroplane they like to fly.

A collection of easy-to-fold paper airplane designs and innovative theories of flight, including the author's Guinness World Recordbreaking airplane. Will YOU be the next to break the WORLD RECORD? Anything is possible with The New World Champion Paper
Airplane Book, the newest collection of designs and theories of flight from John M. Collins, the man behind the Guinness World
Recordâ€“breaking distance plane. Featuring twenty-two unique airplane designs with step-by-step instructional photos, plus tear-out
models printed on regulation-weight paper stock, this entertaining and informative Books. This song is by Paper Aeroplanes and appears
on the album Joy (2015). You know time is on your sideOoh, you got a young heart honeyOf the purest kind. And I know you'll, you'll be
fineOoh, yeah, you can can catch them upTill we wait in line. Ooh. 'Cause all these books are heavyYou'll get strongKeep moving on
and on, long goneAll until the story's readyKeep it steady, and the beat will comeOn and on. Hooh-ooh, hooh-ooh.

